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Our Premise: Facts 
and Fiction

• Economic competitiveness 
will not depend on reduced 
or lower power rate alone.  
But trimming the rate to the 
lowest level by law can bring 
down power rate to a 
reasonable level.

Our economic competitiveness will not depend on reduced or lower power

rate alone. There are other more critical factors that promote investments

and competitiveness and, again, not a single one, on stand-alone basis, can

promote such competitiveness. It is generally a combination or bundle of

factors that makes that situation.

Likewise, reducing our power rate may be doable only up to a certain extent

because of our local natural constraints and legal limits. But trimming the

rate to the lowest level by law can bring down power rate to a reasonable

level.

Very recently, the National Economic Development Authority (NEDA) and the

Philippine Statistics Authority (PSA) reported the following good news…
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Philippine GDP Growth Rate

Philippine economic growth is beginning to recover… but sustainability will depend 
on the actions we take in dealing with the virus.
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Manufacturing Trend

The strong recovery of manufacturing continues on the third quarter of 2021.
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Export-Import Performance
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Strong recovery of exports and imports continue in the third quarter of 2021
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Labor Force Participation Rate

Improvement in the unemployment rate in 2021, even with heightened

quarantines.

A definite good platform to start taking actions to carve out recovery in new and

better than light manufacturing foreign and local investments.
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For over three decades now, our power rate both for residential, commercial

and industrial sectors have been very significantly higher by 25% to as high as

87% than our neighbors and competitors, namely, Malaysia (87.5%),

Indonesia (87.5%), Vietnam (50%) and Thailand (36%).

Japan and Singapore power rates are higher than ours but their respective

economies are very significantly better than ours and that of our neighbors as

well.

Where lies the answer?
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Our Real Concern
Critical issue continues to 
escape full attention

Urgency of“Team Action 
Program”

How to cure this issue of having 
high power rate to transform it 
instead into an effective 
instrument for economic 
growth. 

Our Real Concern

The critical issue or challenge, one that is admittedly prominent, somehow and for

whatever reasons, continue to escape the full attention of the four past administrations and

the one at present. We cannot recall any open or closed-door sustained discussions among

Cabinet Leaders. We have yet to see the President’s Team hold inter-agency, consultative

meetings to address this concern and draw some “Team Action Program”. Only the private

sector appears to be tirelessly trying to raise and drive this issue and the need for action.

With permission from Sen. Sherwin Gatchalian, we can also credit the Senate to be more

than equally concerned as the private sector, presenting situations and solutions better

than NPC. and sounding more like the Executive Dept.

If only they will do it, we are confident that the formidable Team of the President today can

find effective team action on how to cure this issue of having high power rate as a minus

mark to investments and transforming it instead into an effective instrument for economic

growth.

If Japan and Singapore can do it with their high power rate, why can’t we do it, too?
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Our Winning 
Cards

❖Determine our priority – economic 
development or decarbonization?  More 
subsidized renewal energy sources or 
fossil fired sources?

❖The Economic Cluster must continue to 
act as one body

❖Continue to establish a sustained, reliable 
and quality power regime.

❖Complement, as needed, the EPIRA with 
Presidential Decrees

Our winning considerations and formula must be a combination of some or all of 
the following:
1. Determine our priority- economic development or decarbonization? More

subsidized renewal energy sources or fossil fired sources? The US, Japan

and other EU countries have set sustained economic recovery and growth

as their priority … pushing back their decarbonization by some eight to over

ten years and setting up concrete action programs to go with it.

2. The Economic Cluster must continue to act as one body and develop

various investment packages that would include all key elements including

power cost and availability.

3. Continue to establish a sustained, reliable and quality power regime.

4. Complement, as needed, the EPIRA with Presidential Decrees in order to

officially pinpoint seat of responsibility for power supply and reserves.
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Our Winning 
Cards

❖Tighten and make punctual, reliable and 
truly professional the power regulatory 
system.

❖Focus on what responds best to industrial 
power needs

❖Act and decide with a positive sense of 
urgency, focus, integrity, unity and courage.

❖Caution … Be aware of the disturbing and 
distracting effect of the forthcoming 
national election.

5. Tighten and make punctual, reliable and truly professional the power

regulatory system.

6. Focus on what responds best to industrial power needs coupled with

aggressive campaigns to bring back several hard manufacturing investors.

7. Act and decide with a positive sense of urgency, focus, integrity, unity and

courage.

8. Caution … Be aware of the disturbing and distracting effect of the forthcoming

national election.
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THANK YOU.
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